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With over 12 months of Covid precautionary measures having now been in place our club members should 
now be well familiar with the control measures that have been needed. The committee have examined the 
various rigid stipulations that were used last year and, in view of the near total uptake of vaccination 
amongst members plus the use of good common sense, have agreed to transition to an environment where 
the members manage their own (and other members) protection on a more personal level within the 
recommendations below.  
 
 
BUILDINGS. 
Members are reminded that under Government & Bowls Cornwall guidance a mask should be worn before 
entering any building, and should only be removed when seated at a table. Safe distancing should be 
continued to be followed as much as physically possible within that building space. 
 
Main clubhouse is now open, but when being used for any purpose members must ensure that at least 1 
window at each end is opened for through ventilation. If weather is suitable then please open as many 
windows as possible and also the central doors – Ensuring all are fully secured again if you are the final 
member leaving the premises.  
 
All the toilets will now be open for their normal designated use. Access to clubhouse entrance / toilets 
should be made by one member at a time and any member using this facility shall sanitise surfaces with the 
products provided on leaving, if desired they may also use the provided products to sanitise before their use. 
 
The principle of arriving dressed ready to play shall still be followed but Changing rooms will now be 
available to place bowls bags within for protection from the weather and to clear the green surrounds of 
clutter. Due to their size a maximum of 3 persons are permitted within the changing rooms at any one time, 
masked & safely distanced, but it is preferred that only single person entry should be made to deposit or 
collect items. 
 
Use of tables in the club house shall be governed by the ‘rule of six’ principle, maximum 6 persons per table. 
 
The kitchen is available for making Tea or Coffee, either for external consumption or at a table (max of 6 
persons), use of the Kitchen shall be governed by the following precautionary measures:-  
 Only 1 member from any particular session shall enter the Kitchen and that single member will 
perform all the actions required to promote ongoing safety of this facility during that period; i.e. opening a 
kitchen window to encourage fresh air supply whilst within the smaller space / preparing the Tea or Coffee 
and bringing it outside / taking the money and placing it in the collection tin (members are encouraged to 
bring the correct 50p change if possible) / returning the mugs back into the kitchen on completion and giving 
them a thorough soapy washing and rinse / sanitising kitchen worktop surfaces after use plus also the 
handles of kettle – window – fridge – taps and any other items that have been touched such as jars or 
containers. During preparation and consumption of drinks members should try to ensure they only touch or 
lift the mugs by the handle, especially avoiding the rim area except for when they are being washed after use. 
As a final action the member undertaking the kitchen duty should ensure the window is now closed and their 
own hands have been washed or sanitised before returning to the main club room.  
 
The club Bar is also now permitted to be opened by agreed bar members and drinks served, ensuring 
suitable safe distancing between members collecting drinks either for external consumption or at a table 
(max of 6 persons). 
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Match Equipment will stored in the equipment shed and members shall only enter one at a time and others 
stand clear of entrance, giving returned equipment a suitable sanitising when stowing it. Casual play Mats 
and Jacks will remain available on area outside club house where a soapy water tub will be available for 
dipping mats and jacks. 
 
Members are reminded that:- 
1) Unless they have attended as part of a formalised function / event where their names will have been 
recorded by the event organiser they must enter their details on the Track and Trace listing inside the main 
clubhouse door. 
2) After handling any items that were not in their possession on arrival they should wash or sanitise their 
hands. 
 
 
EXTERNAL AREA. 
Spectators are now permitted, maximum number of persons permitted that are not bowling is 30, indoors or 
outside, but spectators should limit their groups to a maximum of 6 persons within that overall number. 
These 30 persons are additional to any persons that are playing bowls. Benches & tables are being made 
available, if using these please be aware that they may not be a Covid secure / sanitised structure and 
counteract this by maintaining your own personal sanitising / hygene precautions. For safety of members, 
please do not obstruct (on or around) these benches with bowls bags or equipment.  
 
When moving around anywhere on the club grounds please undertake suitable safe distancing measures 
from other club members. 
 
 
BOWLING. 
Play is only permitted as part of a scheduled event, or by pre-booking of rinks for personal practice sessions, 
and attending members must all record their name and attendance time on the Track and Trace sheet 
provided inside the club house door (1 member may fill in details for multiple members at same time). For 
scheduled matches Team Managers should maintain record of home team players for minimum 21 days, 
away team to maintain their own records. Players should prepare themselves and equipment at a suitable 
safe distance from the green, and take similar measures when departing. 
 
Casual (booked) play will be permitted on up to a maximum of four rinks with an unused section of Green 
between each, markers will be set by the Greenkeeper and should not be changed by members. Up to 8 
players are permitted to occupy a rink at any one time with a maximum of 30 bowlers present on the green, 
maintaining adequate social distancing between and on the rinks. 
 
Scheduled matches are permitted to occupy all / any rinks as required by game format, with games of fours 
being permitted to play, with maximum number now lifted to 48 players on the Green if required. 
 
 
ON THE GREEN. 
If a coin toss is required then this to be handled by one person only. 
 
Delivery Mats / Jacks / Pushers – may be used in similar manner to last year with a single person per rink 
handling each item and responsible for their sanitising and storage on completion, with positioning of mats 
and jacks decided by the winners from previous end. OR members may revert to standard competitive 
bowling procedures where the winners of previous end have control of the mat and deliver the jack up the 
green – but in this case each player must ensure they follow strong personal sanitising protocols for their 
hands before / following (and during if desired) the game. Similar process to be followed for use of pushers, 
either by one individual or with strong personal sanitising protocols if more than one using equipment. 
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Members should only touch their own woods, when selecting woods from the group take care not to touch 
any other players woods and preferably roll your own wood out using your foot before picking up. Each 
player shall in turn approach the Mat and deliver their wood in the normal process of the game, after 
delivering their wood the member should then move to one side to leave a safe distance for the next player 
to approach the mat. 
 
Once the players have delivered all their woods (in turn as normal) then all players change ends by 
proceeding to other end on the Left hand side of the rink, following behind each other at s suitable safe 
social distance, then resume their safely distanced positions at end of rink.  
 
Woods that have touched the Jack may be chalked if desired by the Teams but may only be done using a 
non-contact spray style chalk. 
 
Players may only approach the head alternately to assess which woods are holding shot position or to advise 
their Team members on required action with next wood. Other Player/Team members should stand clear of 
head when it is not their turn to approach the head. 
 
On completion of the end approaches should be made by designated players in turn to assess who they 
consider has the shot / 2nd wood etc… If agreement is not reached, as part of a competitive game to decide 
shots, then measuring may be conducted. Only one person shall enter the head to carry out the measuring 
with their own equipment, taking care not to touch any woods with their hands during the process. Rolling 
out any woods which are agreed for shots should only be done using members feet. 
 
Scoreboards may be used, but should be placed in use and updated by one player only. 
 
 
PERSONAL MEASURES. 
With the committee review of the measures from 2020 it has been agreed that whilst sanitising of equipment 
shall be continued to reduce risk of cross contamination the emphasis of 2021 measures should be that 
players minimise risk for themselves by carrying out their own strong personal sanitising protocols during 
and after play.  Please remember, try not to touch your face area or lick your fingers during play, and any 
cloth that you use during bowling should be washed afterwards or left to ‘self-sanitise’ by elapsed time 
method. Bowls Cornwall recommend that players take their own hand gel to home and away matches, for 
their own personal protection. 
 
For players already in same ‘Social bubble’ many of the above procedures to prevent potential cross 
contamination of equipment or maintain safe social distance on a rink will not need to be followed but they 
should be aware of them and the need for other members to follow those procedures. 
 
 
Finally, enjoy your bowls, stay safe and healthy, and let us hope that the progress we have made so far 
continues and we can all enjoy a pleasant and competitive season whilst remaining healthy. 


